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- getting organised at home
Setting the foundations



Planning With Kids is about using simple plans for the
known elements of daily life, so you can create an
organised base for your family. It is this solid

foundation that then allows you to better cope with
the unpredictability family life throws your way and
lets you spend less time on the daily grind and more

time on the fun parts!

About Planning With Kids
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Getting started
Often taking the first step is the hardest, because you are unsure of
which direction to head. This guide will take you through 3 plans you
can create to help set up an organised foundation for your family.

Menu plan Mum's work plan Family work plan
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I use this menu planning process to plan
our family evening meals for a month,
but it can be used for any time period. 

The real gains of menu planning come
from batching your menu plans; I can do
a month in under 35 minutes now. 

But if you are new to menu planning, try
for one week and see how it goes!

The menu planning process



How to create a menu plan

Gain the family's input.  We allow 4 meal
selections per child and parents fill the
gaps.

Create a matrix of activity and meal
requirements for each day of the week.
This helps you determine the type of
meal to cook, e.g. after school activities
might mean a slow cooker meal.

Allocate the meal suggestions from
the family across the month,
according to the matrix.
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How to create a menu plan

Tweak the menu plan so it caters for the kids'
preferences and the overall needs of the
family.

Either use the PWK Menu Planner App to
collate menu plans and shopping lists or
write them up yourself.
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Use the templates over the following
pages to help you with the meal

planning process.



Use this template to gather the family's input.



Use this template to allocate the meals.



If not using the PWK Menu Planner App use this template to create your shopping list/s.



This is an example of one of our monthly menu plans for winter.
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The PWK menu planner app
now has over 300 recipes. I
have included a list of the
recipes at the end of this
guide. 

PWK Meal List

Even if you don't use the app it is
a handy reference to help the
kids choose meals for the menu

plan.



Before you can create a weekly schedule, you
need to know where you are spending your
time.

If you have never written down what your
week looks like, I really encourage you to give
it a go. 

You will be surprised to see where you time
goes!

The importance of a weekly schedule



Writing down your weekly schedule will:

The importance of a weekly schedule

Highlight where you are spending your time
and you can assess if it is on the activities you
want it to be.
Help you work out where you “lose” time – it
will highlight your distractions whether it be
Pinterest (me!), TV or Facebook.
Show you just how much you fit into your
days!



How to create a weekly schedule

Make sure it supports your goal/s. If you
have something you want to achieve you
have to give it the time it needs.

Understand your current time use and
be honest with yourself. You only have
to make the changes you want, but
you need to know where to start.

Be realistic about how many hours a
week you have. Don't set yourself up
for failure by cramming too much into
your day.
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How to create a weekly schedule

Consider days off. Rest and play are just as
important as work and exercise to stay
healthy and energised. 

Know your productive times and
schedule your most important work then.
I schedule my key work in the morning
and lighter work in the afternoon.

Look for existing boundaries for those
activities where you can "lose" time. For
me I go on social media in the time
before school pick up - I have to get off to
pick up the kids!
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This is an example of one of my weekly schedules. I update it 3 - 4 times a
year to fit the flow of family life.



Use this as a template to create your own weekly schedule.



I firmly believe that the household
upkeep is the responsibility of the whole
family.

We created a family contribution
schedule for our family to allocate
household tasks to organise who does
what in our house.

The importance of a family contribution schedule



It was important it took into account:

The kids physical and cognitive abilities
The times the kids are at home
That the workload increases as the kids
get older
The tasks the kids do help them learn life
and independence skills
Tasks need to be ones that make a
substantial difference to the upkeep of the
household

The importance of a family contribution schedule



How to create a family
contribution schedule

List all the household tasks that can be
completed by the kids. List as many useful
tasks as you can to allow for choice.

Allocate a value to each task, eg 1, 2, 3,
4, 5. You can assign values based on
time to complete task for example.

Allocate tasks to each child so they
can be completed independently.
Allow the kids to have input in the
tasks they do.
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How to create a family
contribution schedule

Each child is allocated tasks to a value equal
to their age, for example the 6 year old
completes tasks that add up to 6 points for
the week, the 16 year old completes tasks that
add up to 16 points for the week.
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Use our example to help you
create your own family contribution

schedule



This is an example of part of a family contribution schedule we
have used.
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The PWK menu planner app is
available in the App store only.

There are currently over 300
recipes in the app and it is
updated regularly with new
recipes.

PWK Meal List



PWK menu planner app meal list



PWK menu planner app meal list
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PWK menu planner app meal list


